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REVISED DATE: 0910312008

SUBJECT: TRAF'F'IC ENFORCEMENT POLICY

This is a revised Operating Procedure and supersedes all previous procedures pertaining to this
subject.

I. PURPOSE

To standardi ze frafftc enforcement procedures throughout the Department.

il. POLICY

The enforcement of all traffic laws will be administered equally and fairly, regardless of the
persons involved, and based solely on the nature of the offense.

UI. METIIOD

Members of the Department may take appropnate enforcement action for the violation of
traffic laws using one of the following methods:

Physical Arest
Notiff Warrant (See O.P. 022)
Issuance of Citation
Verbal Warning 

-

In addition to this Department Operating Procedure, officers shall use sound professional
judgment as to the level of enforcement action which is most appropriate.

A. Ph)¡sical Arrest

Officers may affect a physical arrest of any person suspected of driving while under
the influence of intoxicants andlor drugs (See O.P. 035), and all persons in violation
of felonv law.

This does not limit an officer's discretion to affect arrests in other traffic-related
circumstances when the necessity for such arrests is apparent.
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B Cit¿tion

In most cases involving traffic misdemeanors and infractions, the issuance of a

citation in lieu of arrest is the appropriate tool. Any violator who jeopardizes the safe

and efficient flow of trafftc, vêhicular or pedestrian, should be issued a trafftc
cit¿tion. The citation form shall also be used to enforce equipment, registration,
traffic regulations, and driver's license violations.

C. Parking citations are used to regulate parking on City streets, City property, and on
properly marked parking lots open to public use (as in the case of parking spaces

marked for use by physically handicapped persons).

All officers are encouraged to actively enforce all applicable state and local laws
relating to traffic.

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT PRIORITTE S

C.

DUI Enforcement - The detection, apprehension and arrest of DUI drivers is a
traff,rc enforcement priority. Officers are strongly encouraged to conduct DUI
enforcement. Driving under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs (DUI) is a
serious crime and nationally accounts for many traffic related deaths each year.
DUI drivers are a major threat to the public safety of all of National City's
residents and visitors. It is every NCPD officer's duty to seek out and arrest these

dangerous DUI drivers, making National City's streets safer for everyone.

Occupant Restraint Enforcement - Officers are strongly encouraged to enforce
seat belt laws and child safety seat laws. Studies have shown seat belts save lives.
In accordance with the Department's continued efforts to make National City's

roadways safer for everyone, officers should make occupant safety restraint
enforcement a trafftc enforcement priority.

Speed Enforcement - Speeding continues to be a leading cause of traffic
collisions. It is realized that speed enforcement may be difficult in many areas

within National City without the assistance of RADAR and/or LIDAR
enforcement tools. Nevertheless, officers should be aware of speeding vehicles
and take appropriate enforcement action, when necessary. Officers are
encouraged to use other speed measuring techniques, such as pacing, when
practical.

A.

B.
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D. Serious Traffic Offenders and Unlicensed Drivers - Vehicle operators driving
with a suspended driver's license or without a driver's license are often.a greater
threat to public safety fhan a properly licensed driver. Many of these driver's
have had their driver's licenses suspended due to a history of improper and unsafe
driving practices. Offlrcers are encouraged to cite these driver's and store/impound
their vehicles, as appropriate within Vehicle Code guidelines, in an effort to
increase the safety of our residents and visitors by keeping these serious traffic
offenders off of National Citv's streets.
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